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Video: #Humans Of Demonetized India: Why We
Poor Have To Suffer?
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Inequality

The note ban hit poor people the hardest.

Victims of sea erosion living in a camp in Valiyathura School tell their plight.

For these people who already lost their homes due to sea erosion the note ban was a double
blow.

GR Editor’s Note 

The victims of Prime Minister Modi’s Demonetization Program, tell their story.

Their lives are destroyed.  What was the purpose of this devastating process ordered by the
Indian government.

Was it a policy blunder or a deliberate intent to undermine and destroy small scale retailers
and producers across the land.

Visibly  this  policy  does  not  affect  the  Black  Economy,  which  largely  transacts  in  high
denomination  bank  notes.

Who was behind this initiative.

Michel Chossudovsky, December 18, 2016

Our thanks to CounterCurrents for bringing this video to our attention.
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